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Introduction
Overview
Challenge
Many countries mandate the need to
have three copies of data for businesscritical applications from financial
institutions, healthcare domain and so
on. Customers using IBM Spectrum
Virtualize HyperSwap for data
replication and high availability DR
solution would like to upgrade the
configuration to 3-site. Configuring
existing HyperSwap to 3-site requires a
specific set of steps to be followed.

This white paper introduces the IBM® Spectrum® Virtualize 3-Site
Orchestrator and explains how to configure and set up 3-Site
Orchestrator systems, upgrade to a 3-Site consistency group and
deploy 3-Site consistency groups for use with 3-Site Orchestrator.
You can configure IBM Spectrum Virtualize 3-Site Orchestrator to
manage replications in both remote copy configurations and in IBM
HyperSwap® configurations. This paper focuses on the HyperSwap
configurations.

Intended audience and scope
This technical report is intended for IBM Spectrum Virtualize users,
administrators, developers, and testers.

Solution

Prerequisites

This white paper provides insights on
how to configure 3-site replication with
IBM Spectrum Virtualize HyperSwap.
3-Site Orchestrator coordinates data
replication for disaster recovery and
high availability scenarios between
systems that are on three
geographically disperse sites.

This technical paper assumes familiarity with the following
prerequisites:
•

•

•

Basic knowledge of IBM Spectrum Virtualize range of products: IBM
System Storage® SAN Volume Controller (SVC) or IBM Storwize®
systems installed with the IBM Spectrum Virtualize software 8.4.0
code level or later (that supports 3-Site Orchestrator) and basic
configuration [such as Ethernet, Fibre Channel (FC), Fibre Channel
over Ethernet (FCoE) connections, Domain Name System (DNS),
switches, and so on].
Basic knowledge of the remote mirror and copy feature and Copy
Services functions that can be used to improve availability and
support disaster recovery.
A remote mirroring license and configured correctly in the system.
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3-Site Orchestrator
IBM Spectrum Virtualize 3-Site Orchestrator is a command-line based application that runs on a separate Linux®
host that configures and manages supported replication configurations on IBM Spectrum Virtualize products. IBM
Spectrum Virtualize 3-Site Orchestrator coordinates replication of data for disaster recovery and high availability
scenarios between systems that are on three geographically dispersed sites.
Data is replicated from the primary site or production site to two alternative sites. This feature ensures that if a
disaster situation occurs at any one of the sites, the remaining two sites can establish a consistent replication
operation with minimal data transfer. The remote-copy relationships are synchronous or asynchronous, depending
on which site has failed.
You can use the IBM Spectrum Virtualize 3-Site Orchestrator that configures and manages supported replication
configurations on IBM Spectrum Virtualize products. In addition to disaster recovery scenarios, IBM Spectrum
Virtualize 3-Site Orchestrator supports the following use cases:
•

Regulatory compliance
It maintains three copies of production data.

•

High availability during maintenance
It ensures the availability of two copies of data during site maintenance (software update, hardware
upgrade, disaster-readiness test, or other maintenance activities).

•

High availability during link failures
It ensures the availability of a minimum of two copies of data when a remote-copy link fails.

•

Site migration
In HyperSwap configurations, you can migrate a HyperSwap system from one location to another location
by using the data at the auxiliary-far site.

•

System load balancing
It distributes the replication source between two near sites.

3-Site replication with HyperSwap overview
The 3-site replication with a HyperSwap configuration solution consists of three independent geographically
dispersed systems. Of this, two systems would have a HyperSwap configured within themselves. After the IBM
Spectrum Virtualize 3-Site Orchestrator is configured, it will coordinate the replication of the HyperSwap
consistency groups and relationships with the third site.
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A high-level view of a solution is presented in Figure 1.
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The following table explains the concepts introduced for the sites in a 3-site replication solution:
Site

Explanation in HyperSwap configuration

Primary site

The primary site is the site where data is replicated to two alternative sites.
Usually, the master site is the primary site; however, if the master site experiences
an outage, the surviving site becomes the primary site automatically.
Note: Both sites in a HyperSwap configuration can receive application I/O.
The master site is one of the near sites in a HyperSwap system, I/O groups are
configured at separated locations. The 3-Site Orchestrator always identifies the
master site as site ID 1, but master and auxiliary-near sites use the same
management IP addresses and system name.
The auxiliary-near site is one of the near sites in the HyperSwap system. The IBM
Spectrum Virtualize 3-Site Orchestrator always identifies the auxiliary-near site as
site ID 2, but master and auxiliary near sites use the same management IP
addresses and system name.
Note: The distance between the master site and the auxiliary-near site must not
exceed 300 km.
The system at the auxiliary-far site is the target for the asynchronous copy of the
data on the HyperSwap system at near sites. The auxiliary-far site is typically
hundreds of km or more far from the near sites.
Quorum management is used in HyperSwap configurations. You either specify a
site for quorum disk management or use an IP quorum application to manage a
quorum disk that is used in tie-break situations.
This term describes the master and auxiliary sites and refers to the sites in which
the HyperSwap system is configured.

Master site

Auxiliary-near site
(Aux-near)

Auxiliary-far site
(Aux-far)
Quorum site

Near sites

The master and auxiliary-near sites are connected to the auxiliary-far site through an active link and a standby link.
They are described in the following table.
Link

Explanation in HyperSwap configuration

Active link

The link to the auxiliary-far site from the master site or auxiliary-near site that is
responsible for asynchronous replication of the data between the sites (periodic
replication).
The link is in an idle copy state. The link is available when an active link fails.

Standby link
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The following table explains the concepts introduced in the 3-site replication solution.
Term

Explanation in HyperSwap configuration

Relationship

(Remote-copy relationship)
It refers to an association between volumes (vdisks) on partnered systems. Data is
replicated between volumes in a remote copy relationship.
(Remote-copy consistency group)
It is a container for remote copy relationships.
It consists of three independents remote copy consistency groups across master
and aux near, master and aux-far and aux-near and aux-far sites.
IBM Spectrum Virtualize 3-Site Orchestrator supports several consistency groups
states that indicate the overall health of the 3-site configuration. The consistency
group state indicates the overall replication health of the 3-site replication and
provides details on each part of the replication process between the near sites and
the auxiliary-far sites. The following are the 3-Site remote-copy consistency group
states:
Stopped: Indicates that the 3-site data cycling is stopped, due to a link failure,
disaster, or by entering the stop3sitercconsistgrp command.
3site_inconsistent (3SI): Indicates that data on the auxiliary-far site volume is
inconsistent with data on the near sites.
3site_consistent (3SC): Indicates that a consistent copy of data is available on the
auxiliary-far site.
2site_periodic (2SP): Indicates that the non-primary near site is not part of the 3site configuration.
Partial: Indicates that one of the following conditions has occurred:
• The 3-site consistency group configuration is incomplete.
• Any of the relationships that is being added to or removed from an existing
3-site consistency group is incomplete.
• The 3-Site Orchestrator failed while a 3-site configuration command is
running.
It consists of three independents remote copy relationships between three different
volumes located on master, aux-near, and aux-far.

Consistency group
3-Site remote copy
consistency group

3-Site remote copy
relationship
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Supported topologies
For HyperSwap configurations with IBM Spectrum Virtualize 3-Site Orchestrator, the following topologies are
supported:
Figure 2 shows a 3-Site Orchestrator topology in which the primary site replicates data to the partner-near site,
which in turn replicates data to the auxiliary-far site. The active links are shown as green lines and the standby link
is shown as a yellow line.
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Figure 2. 3-Site Orchestrator topologies view - primary site replicates data to auxiliary-far site through the partner-near site

Figure 3 shows the IBM Spectrum Virtualize 3-Site Orchestrator topology in which the primary site replicates data
to both the partner-near site and the auxiliary-far site. The active links are shown as green lines and the standby
link is shown as a yellow line.
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Figure 3. 3-Site Orchestrator topologies view - primary site replicates data to both the partner-near site and the auxiliary-far site

Planning for 3-Site Orchestrator
Ensure that the following requirements are met for IBM Spectrum Virtualize 3-Site Orchestrator for HyperSwap
configurations:
• Install Red Hat® Enterprise Linux® (RHEL) version 7.5, or later. Then, install IBM Spectrum Virtualize 3-Site
Orchestrator version 2.0 or later an x64-bit architecture server.
• The server must have a minimum of 4 GB of random access memory (RAM) and 4-core microprocessors.
• The OpenSSH utility must be installed.
• Passwordless Secure Shell (SSH) login must be available to the HyperSwap system and the auxiliary-far site
from the IBM Spectrum Virtualize 3-Site Orchestrator host.
• For HyperSwap configurations, the host can be physically located at any of the three physical sites or at a
fourth independent site. The host must have IP connectivity to the HyperSwap system and the auxiliary-far
site.
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System requirements
•
•
•
•

All systems must be running version 8.4.0 or a later release.
Each system in the configuration must have a unique name.
All prerequisites for network configuration must be complete before you configure the IP or FC partnership.
Remote mirroring license must be configured correctly as per your license agreement on all systems

Firewall requirements
Make sure that port 7003 and two firewall ports must be open for events and SSH tunnelling.

Installing 3-Site Orchestrator
To begin installing the IBM Spectrum Virtualize 3-Site Orchestrator, download the installation package for your
configuration (in this example, HyperSwap configurations). Different versions of the installation packages are
supported on different releases of the system software.
Ensure that you select the correct version of the installation package that is supported on your system.
You can refer to the following table to determine the appropriate installation package for your environment.
Version of the installation package

Orchestrator 2.0

Orchestrator 3.0

Supported 3-site configurations

HyperSwap configurations only

HyperSwap configurations only

Supported IBM Spectrum Virtualize releases

8.4.0

8.4.0

Supported management interfaces

Command-line interface only

Command-line interface and GUI

Consistency group limits

16

16

Relationship limits

2000

2000

After you determine the version of the installation package that you want to download, complete these steps:
1. Go to IBM Support to download the version of the installation package that your configuration requires.
2. On the Linux host, enter the rpm command to install the package.
'installing rpm'
[root@ORCH-HOST ~]# rpm -ivh ibm-SpectrumVirtualize-rc3siteorchestrator-<version-release-arch>.rpm
The Red Hat Package Manager (RPM) installs the 3-Site Orchestrator components at the following locations:
INSTALLDIR: /opt/ibm/SpectrumVirtualize/rc3site/
SERVICES: /opt/ibm/SpectrumVirtualize/rc3site/services
LOGS: /opt/ibm/SpectrumVirtualize/rc3site/logs/
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Installed services
The RPM installs the following 3-Site Orchestrator services:
•
•

•

tstaskd
Controls replication on the configured 3-Site Orchestrator consistency groups.
eventd
Communicates with the three sites and monitors various important attributes of the sites and configured
consistency groups. Port number 7003 is reserved for the eventd service.
tsmiscservicesd
Maintains an audit log of the 3-Site Orchestrator commands that are entered.

Configuring Spectrum Virtualize 3-Site Orchestrator for HyperSwap
Before you can set up a 3-site configuration, ensure that the following prerequisites are met:
•
•
•

Each system in the configuration has a unique cluster name.
Ensure that you have installed the correct installation package of IBM Spectrum Virtualize 3-Site
Orchestrator for HyperSwap configurations.
As part of the configuration, you must either currently have a HyperSwap system topology configured on
your system or configure one before you complete any setup tasks for the IBM Spectrum Virtualize 3-Site
Orchestrator. For more information on configuring HyperSwap and any prerequisites, see HyperSwap
system configuration details.

Setting up 3-Site replication with a HyperSwap configuration requires IBM Spectrum Virtualize 3-Site Orchestrator
and all systems within the configuration to meet specific requirements and all required tasks to be completed.
After this, you can convert existing HyperSwap consistency groups or add existing HyperSwap relationships to the
configuration to provide a consistent copy of data at a third site for disaster recovery purposes.
Perform the following steps before you begin with 3-Site replication configuration:
1. Create partnerships for HyperSwap configurations.
If you are setting up a 3-site configuration with a HyperSwap system, you need to establish one partnership
between the HyperSwap system and the system at the auxiliary-far site. Fibre Channel and IP partnerships
are supported by HyperSwap configurations. With this configuration, one fully configured partnership must be
configured between the HyperSwap system at near sites and system at the auxiliary-far site.
2. Create SSH keys in the IBM Spectrum Virtualize 3-Site Orchestrator for HyperSwap configurations.
After you have created partnerships between the systems for a HyperSwap configuration with IBM Spectrum
Virtualize 3-Site Orchestrator, you need to log in to your 3-Site Orchestrator host and create SSH keys. SSH
keys are required for authenticating the systems to the 3-Site Orchestrator. To create SSH keys for each
system, log in to the 3-Site Orchestrator host and complete these steps:
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Enter the following command to generate the SSH key.
ssh-keygen

Ensure that you do not enter a passphrase or password while you create the key file. This command
creates the following keys in the /root/.ssh/ directory on the 3-Site Orchestrator host.
•
•

id_rsa: The 3-Site Orchestrator private key file.
id_rsa.pub: The public key file must be copied to all the systems in the 3-Site configuration and
assigned to the user with the 3-Site Orchestrator administrator role.

Note: If you are using Red Hat® Enterprise Linux® (RHEL) version 8.0 or later, you must complete the
following steps:
•
•
•

Enter the command update-crypto-policies and set the LEGACY value.
Enter PubkeyAcceptedKeyTypes=+ssh-dss on the end of /etc/ssh/sshd_config.
Restart using sshd systemctl and sshd.

b. To ensure that the management GUI can access 3-Site Orchestrator objects, add the public SSH key
to the authorized keys by entering the following command on the 3-Site Orchestrator host.
ssh-copy-id -i ~/.ssh/<id_rsa.pub> user@orch-host

Where, user@orch-host is the user and the hostname for the local system.
3. Create the 3-site administrator for HyperSwap configurations.
After generating the SSH keys for authentication, you must create a user with the 3-site administrator role on
all systems in the 3-site configuration. This user must be the same across all the systems and use the public
SSH key that was generated on the 3-Site Orchestrator for authentication. The 3-site administrator role allows
a user with those privileges to run specific commands to configure and manage 3-site replication between the
systems that are defined in the 3-site configuration. After you create the user with the 3-site administrator
role, you must add the systems as known hosts on the 3-Site Orchestrator host.

Using the command-line interface
To create a 3-Site Orchestrator user, complete the following steps:
1. In the command-line interface, enter the following command in the system at the master site:
mkusergrp -name 3SiteAdmin -role 3SiteAdmin user@host

This command creates the user group, 3SiteAdmin with the associated role, 3SiteAdmin, which gives the
user in this group privileges to access and configure the 3-Site Orchestrator objects.
11
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2. To update the user to include the SSH public key for authenticating this user to the 3-Site Orchestrator,
enter the following command:
mkuser -name tsuser -usergrp 3SiteAdmin -password xxxxxxx
3SiteAdmin user@host

Where, tsuser is the name of the user that you are creating in the 3SiteAdmin user group.
3. To update the user to include the SSH public key for authenticating this user to the 3-Site Orchestrator,
enter the following command:
chuser -keyfile /dumps/id_rsa_pub -gui tsuser

Where, id_rsa_pub key is the public part of the key pair that is generated on the host by using the ssh-keygen
tool.
After you create the user on each system in the 3-Site configuration (using the CLI or the GUI), log in to the 3-Site
Orchestrator host and complete the following steps to create passwordless SSH connections to the systems.
1. Enter the following commands to create passwordless SSH connections to the systems:
ssh-keyscan <HyperSwap_System_IP_address >>>
/root/.ssh/known_hosts
tsuser

ssh-keyscan <Auxfar_system_IP_address >>>
/root/.ssh/known_hosts
tsuser

Note: If a keyscan operation was completed on the same IP address, old hostnames must be removed.
2. Verify the SSH authentication between the 3-Site Orchestrator host and each system by completing the
following steps:
a.

On the 3-Site Orchestrator host, open an SSH session to each of the systems in the 3-Site
configuration and run a basic command. For example,

<root@ORCH-HOST>#ssh username@systemname svcinfo lssystem
tsuser

Where, username is the name of the user and systemname is name of the system at one of the sites in
the configuration.
12
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b. If results return from the command, use the above-mentioned command with the corresponding
system names at the other sites to verify the SSH connections. If errors occur, the most likely cause
for issues is that the systems were not included in the known host. Verify the known host list to
ensure that the systems are included.
Complete the HyperSwap configuration in IBM Spectrum Virtualize 3-Site Orchestrator.
After you create the 3-Site Administrator users on each system and create the list of known hosts on the 3-Site
Orchestrator, you need to complete the configuration process before configuring 3-Site replication.
Ensure you have the following information before you complete the 3-Site Orchestrator configuration:
•

All management IP addresses for each system in the configuration.
Each system can have two IP addresses that are configured as management IP addresses for
redundancy; however, the second IP address is optional.

•

Names for site aliases for each site in the configuration.
Site aliases create recognizable naming to determine which system IP addresses correspond to each
site. When you define the site alias, the order must correspond to the order of the IP addresses that
are listed in the command.

•

The username for the 3-Site Orchestrator user.

•

The location of the corresponding key file that is used to authenticate SSH connections between
the systems and the 3-Site Orchestrator.

On the 3-Site Orchestrator host, complete these steps:
1. Enter the following command:
[root@ORCH-HOST ~]# mk3siteconfig -ip1
x.xxx.xxx.xx,x.xxx.xxx.xx -ip2
xxx.xxx.xx.xx,xxx.xxx.xx.xx -keyfile `/root/.ssh/id_rsa`
-username tsuser -sitealias HS:AF -port 6000 -topology
hyperswap

Where, x.xxx.xxx.xx represents the management IP addresses of the HyperSwap system at the near
sites and the system at the auxiliary-far site. Ensure that the order of these IP addresses matches the
order of the -sitealias parameters. Values in the -sitealias parameter provide identification of their
corresponding IP addresses. For example, if the master site is in a specific city, the -sitealias,
Master_NewYork is used to identify both the site and location. The -keyfile value, is the file path
where the SSH private key is on the Orchestrator host. The -username value specifies the name of the
user who has 3-Site Orchestrator administrator privileges. The value in the -port parameter is the
starting address of the two-port numbers, one for the HyperSwap system that is split between the master
13
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and auxiliary-near sites, and the second for the auxiliary-far site. For example, if 6000 is set as -port,
then the master port and the auxiliary-near port (master_port and auxnear_port) are set at 6000 and
the auxiliary-far port (auxfar_port) is set at 6001.
2. To verify the configuration, enter the following command:
[root@ORCH-HOST ~]# ls3siteconfig
master_name Master
master_site_name site1
master_site_status online
master_ip1 x.xxx.xxx.xx
master_ip1_status reachable
master_ip2 xxx.xxx.xx.xx
master_ip2_status reachable
master_port 6000
auxnear_name Master
auxnear_site_name site2
auxnear_site_status online
auxnear_ip1 x.xxx.xxx.xx
auxnear_ip1_status reachable
auxnear_ip2 xxx.xxx.xx.xx
auxnear_ip2_status reachable
auxnear_port 6000
auxfar_name Auxfar
auxfar_site_status online
auxfar_ip1 x.xxx.xxx.xx
auxfar_ip1_status reachable
auxfar_ip2 xxx.xxx.xx.xx
auxfar_ip2_status reachable
auxfar_port 6001
username tsuser
keyfile /root/.ssh/id_rsa
topology hyperswap

The master_site_name and auxnear_site_name display the site names within the HyperSwap
configuration. The master_site_name or the auxnear_site_name indicates the availability of
individual nodes in the sites within the HyperSwap configuration. For example, if master_site_name
site1 has two nodes and both are offline, then master_site_status is marked as offline.
To complete the HyperSwap configuration with a 3-Site Orchestrator, you can either add a HyperSwap
relationship to a 3-Site consistency group or convert an existing HyperSwap consistency group to a 3-Site
consistency group.

Converting a HyperSwap consistency group to a 3-site consistency group
Before you convert an in-production 2-site HyperSwap consistency group to a 3-site consistency group, verify
the state of the consistency group.
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Consider the following information:
•
•

The HyperSwap consistency group must be in a consistent synchronized state.
Ensure that a storage pool is configured with enough capacity on the system at the auxiliary-far site.
Typically, the target pools at the auxiliary-far site must at least have as much capacity as the current pools
in the 2-site consistency group. If the storage pool at the auxiliary-far site does not have enough capacity,
the copy operations might fail.

Using the command-line interface
Perform the following steps to convert a HyperSwap consistency group to a 3-site consistency group using the CLI:
1. Run the lsrcconsistgrp command on the HyperSwap storage system to verify the state of the
consistency group and specify the consistency group.
IBM_Storwize:PR_SITE:tsuser> lsrcconsistgrp CG0
id 0
name CG0
master_cluster_id 0000010030807F4A
master_cluster_name Master
aux_cluster_id 0000010027007DA0
aux_cluster_name AuxNear
primary master
state consistent_synchronized
relationship_count 3
freeze_time
status
sync
copy_type hyperswap
cycling_mode
cycle_period_seconds
previous_primary
channel none
RC_rel_id 0
RC_rel_name rel0
RC_rel_id 1
RC_rel_name rel1
RC_rel_id 2

RC_rel_name rel2

Note: Run the chrcrelationship command to move a HyperSwap relationship into a consistency group
on the HyperSwap system.
IBM_Storwize:PR_SITE:tsuser>svctask chrcrelationship consistgrp cg0 rcrel1

2. Run the convertrcrelationship command on the 3-Site Orchestrator host to convert the first 2-site
relationship to a 3-site relationship.
15
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-

The -periodicsrc parameter specifies the site responsible for replicating data to the auxiliary-far site. If
you do not specify a value, the default value is site with ID 1.
Specify the volume parameters to be the same as the attributes of volumes between HyperSwap
relationships. Volume parameters include compressed and thin-provisioned. The -pool value on the
auxiliary-far site where the new volume is expected to be created is 0, and -iogrp is 0.
3. Run the convertrcrelationship command to convert the other relationships to 3-site relationships.
[root@ORCH-HOST]# convertrcrelationship -type 3site -pool
0 -iogrp 0 rel1
[root@ORCH-HOST]# convertrcrelationship -type 3site -pool
0 -iogrp 0 rel2

The other relationships in the source consistency group can be converted without specifying the cycleperiod and -periodicsrc parameters.
4. Note that, data cycling is automatically started after all the relationships in the consistency group are
converted.
[root@ORCH-HOST]# ls3sitercconsistgrp
name state primary periodic_copy_source sync_copy_state
periodic_copy_state freeze_time cycle_period status
rccstgrp0 3site_inconsistent THREESITE_HYPERSWAP site1
consistent_synchronized copying 300 online
[root@ORCH-HOST]# ls3sitercconsistgrp
name state primary periodic_copy_source sync_copy_state
periodic_copy_state freeze_time cycle_period status
rccstgrp0 3site_consistent THREESITE_HYPERSWAP site1
consistent_synchronized stopped 2020/05/13/18/43/19 300
online

5. Run the ls3sitercrelationship command to verify the status of the 3-site relationships which should
show COMPLETE.
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[root@ORCH-HOST]# ls3sitercrelationship|grep rccstgrp0
name
consistgrp master_vdisk_id auxnear_vdisk_id auxfar_vdisk_id
sync_copy_progress periodic_copy_progress status
rcrel0 rccstgrp0 0
1
0
100
COMPLETE
rcrel1 rccstgrp1 4
5
3
100
COMPLETE
rcrel2 rccstgrp2 8
9
6
100
COMPLETE

Add a HyperSwap relationship to an existing 3-site consistency group
You can add existing HyperSwap relationships that are configured between the near sites to an existing 3-site
consistency group. HyperSwap relationships must be in a consistent synchronized state before they can be added
to a 3-site consistency group.

Using the command-line interface
To add a HyperSwap (active-active) relationship to an existing 3-Site consistency group, complete the following
steps:
1. Run the mkvolume command to create an empty volume.
IBM_Storwize:PR_SITE:tsuser> svctask mkvolume -name HSV_0 pool 0:1 -size 5120 -unit mb
Volume, id [372], successfully created

2. Run the lsrcrelationship command on the HyperSwap relationship to verify that the state of the
relationship is consistent_synchronized.
IBM_Storwize:PR_SITE:tsuser> lsrcrelationship |grep 372
372 rcrel93 000000E0324016A6 master 372 volume93
000000E0324016A6 master 373 vdisk280 master
consistent_synchronized 50 activeactive

3. Run the ls3sitercconsistgrp command to check the state of the 3-site consistency group where the
stand-alone relationship is to be added.
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[root@localhost home]# ls3sitercconsistgrp
name state primary periodic_copy_source sync_copy_state
periodic_copy_state freeze_time cycle_period status
cg2 3site_inconsistent master site2
consistent_synchronized copying
301
online
cg3 3site_inconsistent master site2
consistent_synchronized copying
301
online
cg4 3site_inconsistent master site2
consistent_synchronized copying
301
online
cg5 3site_inconsistent master site2
consistent_synchronized copying
301
online
cg6 3site_inconsistent master site2
consistent_synchronized copying
301
online
cg7 3site_inconsistent master site2
consistent_synchronized copying
301
online
cg8 3site_inconsistent master site1
consistent_synchronized copying
301
online
cg9 3site_inconsistent master site1
consistent_synchronized copying
301
online
cg10 3site_inconsistent master site1
consistent_synchronized copying
301
online
cg11 3site_inconsistent master site1
consistent_synchronized copying
301
online
cg12 3site_inconsistent master site1
consistent_synchronized copying
301
online
cg13 3site_inconsistent master site1
consistent_synchronized copying
301
online
cg14 3site_inconsistent master site1
consistent_synchronized copying
301
online
cg15 3site_inconsistent master site1
consistent_synchronized copying
301
online

4. Run the ls3sitercrelationship command to check the state of the 3-site consistency group where the
stand-alone relationship is to be added.
[root@localhost home]# ls3sitercrelationship | grep cg0
rcrel8 cg0 33
32
161
100
complete
rcrel9 cg0 37
36
168
100
complete
rcrel0 cg0 1
0
7
100
complete
rcrel1 cg0 5
4
40
100
complete
rcrel2 cg0 9
8
94
100
complete
rcrel3 cg0 13
12
116
100
complete
rcrel4 cg0 17
16
129
100
complete
rcrel5 cg0 21
20
138
100
complete
rcrel6 cg0 25
24
144
100
complete
rcrel7 cg0 29
28
155
100
complete
rcrel10 cg0 41
40
175
100
complete

5. Run the addnewrcrelationship command to add the 2-site relationship to the 3-site consistency group.
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[root@localhost home]# addnewrcrelationship -pool 0 -iogrp 0
-consistgrpname cg0 rcrel93
3-Site RC relationship created with volume id [308]

6. Run the ls3sitercrelationship command to check the state of the 3-site consistency group where the
relationship is added. This command is asynchronous as the addition to the consistency group is done at end
of current data cycle. During this period, the state is partial. User needs to check for the
LAST_OPERATION_SUCCEDED event on the far site to conclude that the new relationship is added.
In the following output, the relationship is added to the consistency group identified as cg0.
[root@localhost home] # ls3sitercrelationship | grep cg0
rcrel8 cg0
33
32
161
complete
rcrel9 cg0
37
36
168
complete
rcrel93 cg0
373
372
308
complete
rcrel0 cg0
1
0
7
complete
rcrel1 cg0
5
4
40
complete
rcrel2 cg0
9
8
94
complete
rcrel3 cg0
13
12
116
complete
rcrel4 cg0
17
16
129
complete
rcrel5 cg0
21
20
138
complete
rcrel6 cg0
25
24
144
complete
rcrel7 cg0
29
28
155
complete
rcrel10 cg0
41
40
175
complete

Configuring 3-Site Orchestrator using management GUI
3-Site Orchestrator usage existing Spectrum Virtualize management GUI to control & monitor 3-Site replication.
You can configure 3-site replication with HyperSwap using following steps with GUI.

Create a 3-Site Orchestrator user
Perform the following steps to create a 3-Site Orchestrator user:
1. In the management GUI, click Access > Users by Groups > Create User Group.
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2. On the Create User Group page, enter the name of the user group, and select 3-Site Administrator for the
role.
3. Click Create.

4. In the list of user groups, select the user group that you created and click Create User.

5. On the Create User page, enter the name of the user, and select Local.
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6. To connect to the management GUI with this user, enter a password and renter it to confirm.
7. To add the SSH key, click Browse to locate the public SSH key that was generated for 3-Site Orchestrator and
copied to the local workstation.
8. Click Create.
9. Repeat these steps on each system in the configuration. Ensure that you create the same user on each
system.

Create HyperSwap volumes
Perform the following steps to create HyperSwap volumes:
1. In the management GUI of the HyperSwap cluster, click Volumes > Volumes > Create Volumes. Then
click the HyperSwap tab.
2. Provide necessary volume details.
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3. Clear the Create copy on auxfar checkbox.
4. Click Create.

If the Create copy on auxfar checkbox is selected, you will find the Next button instead of Create and you
will be redirected to the Consistency group details page where you can create a new consistency group
and map it to the newly created volume. Then select Continue.
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Create a HyperSwap consistency group
Perform the following steps to create a HyperSwap consistency group:
1. In the management GUI of the HyperSwap cluster, click Copy Services > Remote Copy. Select the first
page corresponding to HyperSwap cluster and then click Add Consistency Group.
2. Select Create. Enter a name for the new consistency group and click Next.

3. On the Consistency Group Details page, enter the following settings:
In the Cycle period (seconds) field, enter the number of seconds between replication cycles between the
asynchronous source and the auxiliary-far site. Change the cycle period with a numeric value. Then select
Next.
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4. Mention the pool ID from Auxfar site.
5. Provide the base Volume name which you need to create at Auxfar site.
6. Click Assign.
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Convert a HyperSwap consistency group to a 3-site consistency group
Perform the following steps to convert a HyperSwap consistency group to a 3-site consistency group:
1. Click Copy Services > Remote copy. Then click 3-site partnership.
2. Click Convert HyperSwap consistency group.

3. Select the required HyperSwap consistency group for conversion and click Next.
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On the Convert a consistency group page, in the Cycle period (seconds) field, enter the number of seconds
between replication cycles between the asynchronous source and the auxiliary-far system.
4. Click Next.

5. Under Choose a pool, specify the numerical ID for the storage pool on the auxiliary-far site that provides
capacity for the target volumes. To verify these details, click the Launch the Aux-Far management GUI link,
and click Pools > Pools. If the selected pool is a data reduction pool, select the This is a data reduction pool
checkbox.
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6. In the Aux-Far pool settings section, select the method for saving the capacity that this pool uses.
7. In the Volume base name field, enter a name that identifies the volume as part of the 3-site consistency
group. The names are automatically generated to include the specified base name, the name of the 3-site
consistency group, and an incremental number.
8. Click Convert.
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9. After the conversion is complete, verify that the HyperSwap relationship is part of the 3-site consistency
group. Select the 3-site consistency group and verify that all its relationships are displayed in the list of
relationships.
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Add an empty or a newly created HyperSwap relationship to an existing 3-site
consistency group
Perform the following steps:
1. In the management GUI of HyperSwap cluster, click Copy Service > Remote Copy.

2.

Click the Independent Relationships tab and right-click the relationship and click Convert to 3-site.

3. Select the 3-site consistency group from the list that is displayed and click Next.
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4. In the Choose a pool section, specify the numerical ID for the storage pool on the auxiliary-far site that
provides capacity for the target volumes. To verify these details, click the Launch the Aux-Far
management GUI link, and then click Pools > Pools. If the selected pool is a data reduction pool, select
This is a data reduction pool.
5. In the Aux-Far pool settings section, select the saving capacity method that this pool uses.
6. In the Volume base name field, enter a name that identifies the volume as part of the 3-site consistency
group. The preview names are automatically generated to include the specified base name, the name of
the 3-site consistency group, and an incremental number.
7. Click Convert.
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8. After the conversion is complete, verify that the HyperSwap relationship is part of the 3-site consistency

group. Select the 3-site consistency group and verify that the new relationship is displayed in the list of
relationships.
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Summary
This white paper provided the guidelines for configuring IBM Spectrum Virtualize systems and IBM Spectrum
Virtualize 3-Site Orchestrator for HyperSwap configuration.

Resources
The following websites provide useful references to supplement the information contained in this paper.
•

IBM Spectrum Virtualize 3-Site Replication
https://www.redbooks.ibm.com/abstracts/sg248504.html?Open

•

IBM Spectrum Virtualize HyperSwap SAN Implementation and Design Best Practices
https://www.redbooks.ibm.com/abstracts/redp5597.html?Open
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